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As my 74th birthday is approaching next month, I feel it is important to pass on what might be 
important to a few, useful to some and maybe interesting to all before it is too late.  We have 
been greatly blessed to enjoy Calpine since 1976 and hope it will continue to be a wonderful, 
safe place to live, grow and enjoy. 
 



1. We moved to Calpine in the Fall of 1976. This music/math teacher only got involved in 
the fire department when we realized that my wife, kids and home were at total risk if 
somebody didn’t make sure we had fire protection that actually worked.  Several 
younger guys (including Bill Copren who lived in Calpine at the time) would meet for a 
“penny” poker game in the fire house.  (Everyone in the community was welcomed and 
encouraged in their community house.  Kind of like locals not locking their doors and 
leaving the keys in their vehicles!) The trucks were not ready with gas/water, first aid 
equipment and sadly the senior active community members at the time were adamant 
about ONLY using the hard lines on the fire truck.  (it was too difficult to pull and 
reinstall the 1.5” lines and 2.5” lines). We later discovered that it was completely unsafe 
and inadequate to attack a house fire with a “hard line” hose….. 

2. There was a small siren on top of the old fire house that anyone could activate to call for 
help and alert the town of a crisis.  One afternoon the siren went off and I responded to 
find Milt Holstrom there asking for help with a “duff” fire in Carmen Valley.  The wind 
had picked up and was blowing the fire through the pine needles away from a previous 
burn pile in his logging operation.  Bruce Flaws and I showed up followed him to the fire 
in our “civies” like the rest of his crew and worked the afternoon with hand tools to help 
get the fire under control.  As a private citizen, he called for help and people would 
come running.  We immediately put the fire out, the forest didn’t burn down and we all 
went home.  Hard to imagine such an elegant solution in today’s world. 

3. Joe Nessler was a great “mentor” to us younger family guys in town about how to begin 
to be able to safely/properly operate the equipment in Calpine.  A 300? Gpm pumper 
(#(9)? that was rear wheel drive only) and the old La France truck from the 30’S.  (This 
engine was relocated to Sierraville w/o Calpine input 
and hasn’t been seen in many years despite public 
and even commissioner requests for years to see it.)  
Last indication was that it was in a barn somewhere 
in the valley and suffering ongoing damage there.   
Joe explained how the town suffered a house loss 
(currently Louie Siquedo’s home) that highly 
motivated all to get more prepared for the future. 
(Note this old La France still had mechanical brakes, 
the front end would float r/l on the highway.) The 
town formed the Sierra County Waterworks District 
No. 1 to begin the replacement of the useless wood-
stave water pipes that didn’t supply effective fire 
protection water.   I was told that the Calpine VFD 
purchased the La France engine and installed a ww2 
halftrack engine in it to provide a truck that would 
pump water and actually would effectively draft 
water for fire protection from the provided “hard line”.  Joe was a colorful and VERY 
COMPETENT mentor for us as we began to learn how to operate the equipment, start 
and operate the trucks, forward/reverse hose lays, and pump water from a safe 
deployment.  He was the Water Master for the entire area and monitored the available 



water from the reservoir back of Calpine for community use.  He also had a MOUNTAIN 
LION located safely in the front of his property.  Bill Copren currently lives in this 
residence. 

4. With Joe’s help and the motivated efforts of many of the younger men in the 
community we learned (and practiced frequently) how to start the equipment, get it 
down the street with proper (forward/reverse) hose lay to any hydrant in town if called 
out with a structure fire.  We actually practiced “survive air” entry and drill with a 
burning building over and over again.  This building was on the left on the way back 
towards the Tuggle property.  Frequent drills in front of all of the residents of Calpine 
showed clearly that there was a fire department, who was in it and just how ready we 
were to respond to the totally unwanted fire call threatening a neighbor.  Turnouts were 
left on the hose rack on the left as you entered the fire house. (The names of the actives 
were written on the wood rack below their turn outs.  The names were still there the 
last time the old building was open.) Backup turn outs were available when needed. (An 
informal but functional practice that worked successfully enough that we never lost a 
structure in Calpine through these years.)   We took part in suppressing structure and 
wildfires in Loyalton (mill), Sierraville (structure and forest service wild fire back of 
town), Calpine (hotel, chimney fires, wildland fires A23 and Plumas/Sierra border, etc.) 
and I also responded to several fire emergencies from my classroom in Downieville.  
Sadly one of those fires in Downieville included the loss of a child and grandmother 
living in the community.  The grandmother ran back into the burning building to try to 
save the child. 

5. How did anyone call for fire help?   The founding fathers had a 
good idea of pull boxes that anyone could pull a switch in any 
block to sound the alarm.  The wires were wired up the three 
streets in Calpine, routed through red pull boxes on power 
poles.  These three lines led to lighted circuits in the fire 
house so you could see instantly which street the pull box had 
been pulled.  This system had flood lights for each street on 
the wall in the fire house that would signal which street to go 
to in an emergency.  This system suffered a catastrophic 
failure when it was hit with a lightning strike.  The pull box system was struck by 
lightning and the power vaporized the 1-2” copper contacts across each pull box, 
jumped to the next box etc. and blew the lights and equipment off the wall of the fire 
house!!!!  After this system the town established a fire number to call the fire chief to 
respond to a call for fire help.   



6. When I was Fire Chief, it was my honor 
and burden to install the RED FIRE 
PHONE next to my bed to be the 
emergency contact for any fire calls 
for our community.  I remember how 
the phone company was unable to 
keep this line working properly and I 
had a conversation with a phone clerk 
about how “they would get to fixing it” 
and I had to explain to her that this phone number was an emergency phone number 
that had to be fixed immediately.  She was surprised but finally “got it” and got the red 
phone working again. 

7. I was very proud to be a part of the CVFD tradition of immediately helping those in need 
when the power went out.  We had an ancient yellow generator that active fire 
department would load on the back of (#9) drive around town and spend the day 
(volunteer …not paid) driving around town charging up refridgerators for anyone who 
needed it so they wouldn’t lose their food.  

8. The volunteer fire department always enjoyed better participation and success when 
the equipment was actually seen doing something.  Drills in town where hydrants 
(opened/closed slowly enough 
prevent water hammer) were 
accessed, water pumped, hose 
rolled up and stowed, etc.  One 
regular function that helped the 
community and fire department 
was the providing safe burning 
at the dump.  When we first 
moved here, I remember the 
dump was a cat “ditch” that 
was where trash was dumped 
and regularly burned before being covered.  That meant regular practice at actually 
starting the truck, driving it to the dump, and getting water out of it…and yes returning 
to town and practicing how to safely open a hydrant to refill the truck.  It is hard to 
imagine burning trash in a cat “ditch” in today’s world but we most definitely do burn a 
mountain of pine needles/slash each year at the dump.  Sadly recent scfpd#1 fire 
practices have not been included this regular training/public service practice at the 
Calpine/Sierraville dump. 

9. Virtually everyone in town joined the “CVFD”.  Everyone (including senior citizens, non-
responders etc.) were an active, positive supporter of what was needed to properly 
protect the safety of the community and firefighters.  In the event of an active fire 
response, all of the non-responders would man the 
radio/phones/communications/supply in the fire house.  Everyone was aware of, voted 
for, supported or voted against active fire personnel so we all had a good chance of 
surviving a structure fire threat in Calpine.  Everyone knew who the active/reserve fire 



fighters were and everyone in town knew where everyone lived and where the hydrants 
were and were actively recruiting, supporting and respecting needed fire protection at 
the local level. 

10. Saved the hotel.  The CVFD saved the hotel 
from burning to the ground and the 
corresponding real risk of lighting the entire 
community on fire.  The post office used to 
be in the store but as that building changed 
hands so did the post office’s location.  One 
of the locations for the post office was in 
the entry of the Calpine Lodge Hotel.  One 
night when several of us arrived to pick up 
our mail we discovered smoke in the 
hallway the full length of the building.  The 
smoke was a solid cloud from the ceiling 
down to about waist height.  The four initial firemen were Bill Copren (who attacked the 
fire directly in a hotel room on the left side about half way down the hall), Bruce Flaws, 
Bill Barker and yours truly.  Bill and I helped position the truck and hose to the hydrant a 
few hundred feet away.  The siren was sounded, the entire town arrived and they were 
all needed when hose needed to be pulled the full length of the hotel from the truck to 
attack from the back side.  I still remember how instantly with no over-effort to anyone 
the hose moved down the left side (150? feet) and around to where it was needed.  It 
turned out that the apparent cause of the fire was an electric blanket in one of the 
rooms.  When we arrived, the fire had begun to crown through the ceiling of that room 
into the attic insulation.  The attic insulation was blackened but did not ignite.  This was 
beyond just a good thing.  The insulation was a collection of PAPER sleeping bags from 
old forest service stock.  A cheap and economical insulation but not fire safe to be sure.  
Everyone showed up, helped each other immediately in time to avoid a major disaster.  
The owner of the building wrote a formal letter of thank you to the department 
afterwards.  Only the instant response by the scores of community members saved the 
building/community. 

11. One of the last projects I was able to help finish was the installation of the town wide 
siren that had a good chance of alerting the greater Calpine area.  It is located on 
Mountain View a block south of Main St.  It is very powerful and able to alert the “back 
40”, the meadow homes as well as the downtown area.  It could be activated remotely 
from the fire house as well as the button at the base of the siren itself.  Most rural 
communities have sirens and “lite them off” at noon each day to test and maintain 
them.  This type of system is the ONLY system that immediately alerts everyone in the 
case of an emergency.  Reliance on “beepers” (that have batteries that fail), expensive 
“elite only” fire radios, reverse 911 cell phone alerts are all useful but do not reliable 
and instantly notify all of the citizens in time to fully respond.  Sadly we received a 
phone call from friends in Loyalton one afternoon years ago asking if they could help us 
evacuate?  Our friends in Loyalton knew about the fire threat on Coates avenue but a 
decision had been made to not use the siren and notify the people of Calpine.  The 



regular and effective use of the siren should be reconsidered as an essential lifesaving 
tool in these fire emergency times. 

12. Get water out of the truck.  It is essential that as many locals as possible know how to 
always get water out of the truck!  While the complete operation of a “state of the art” 
pumper is beyond daunting, the process of being able to charge a line from the tank 
and/or hydrant to the 1.5” can be learned without great difficulty.  It is far too often a 
major problem at fire scenes to have a well-dressed, well intended volunteer staring at 
the panel with no water to the line while the house is burning.   At least twice I drove by 
houses on fire with fireman unable to get water out of the truck.  It only took a few 
seconds at the controls to get the water where it needed to go but what if I hadn’t been 
driving by?  It is a simple thing that can and will make such a big difference.  What is the 
harm in having too many people knowing how to get water out of the truck?   

13. ONLY THE SIERRA COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT NO. 1, OF WHICH CALPINE HAS 
BEEN A VITAL PART, CAN RESPOND AND ATTACK STRUCTURE FIRES IN THE 
COMMUNITY.  FOREST SERVICE IS NOT PERMITTED OR EQUIPPED TO DEAL WITH 
STRUCTURE FIRES.  NOTE PERSONAL OBSERVATION:  COOPERATION AND MUTUAL 
SUPPORT FOR WILDLAND FIRES IS MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL BUT THE FIRE PROTECTION 
DISTRICT IS THE ONLY AGENCY THAT CAN/SHOULD/IS ABLE TO ADDRESS STRUCTURE 
FIRES!  ALL THE OTHER FUNCTIONS (EMT, SEARCH/RESCUE, ETC) OF THE FIRE 
PROTECTION DISTRICT SUPPLEMENTS THE PRIMARY PROVIDERS OF THESE OTHER 
FUNCTIONS.   CITY FIRE FIGHTERS LITERALLY SIT AROUND ALL DAY WAITING FOR 
SOMETHING TO DO AND THEREFORE HAVING THEM DOUBLE AS EMT MAKES SENSE.  
VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS DO NOT SIT AROUND ALL DAY AT THE FIRE HOUSE WAITING 
FOR SOMETHING TO HAPPEN.  THEY BARELY HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO TRAIN AND 
RESPOND TO FIRE CALLS IN ADDITION TO THEIR FULL TIME JOBS AND FAMILIES. 

14. “AT A BOY” SADLY MISSING?...  It is both a positive and negative that our fire houses do 
not have their walls covered with pictures honoring their past chiefs like others areas 
do.  The positive is that almost all of their volunteers just want to come running, put the 
fire out and go home.  They could care less about a picture on the wall.  The negative is 
that the dedication, talent, time and down right heroism of many has gone 
unrecognized and the next generation may not realize how important it is to make sure 
that they have a fire department that really works.   
 
Closing:  A genuine thankyou to ALL of the volunteers and supporters has and continues 
to provide a fire department that works.  Some take our local wonderful diversity of 
individual towns, groups and individuals as dangerous “devisiveness” but they need not 
fear.  Sierra County has a wonderful tradition of vehement (almost violent)  debate, 
disagreement, and arguing in a public meeting on different sides but the same 
opponents will literally take the coat off their back to rescue the same opponent 
neighbor on the way home from the meeting.    Give our communities a reasonable 
chance and I still believe that neighbors will gladly drop everything and come running 
when the alarm is heard, put the fire out and go home. 


